is obvious, that the ratings of these programs do not exceed the minimum value among the most 146 popular weekly programs. For the newly launched TV shows, the imdb-ratings can be temporarily 
155
-for rating evaluation
)) , ( )), , ( 
174
We shall describe the trend dependencies with the help of the primary fuzzy terms:
175
-in the morning (M), in the afternoon (A), in the evening (Ev) for 1 t ;
176
-on weekdays (Wd), on weekends (We) for 2 t ;
-increased (decreased) (I, D) or stable (St) for k x , k z , k v or u;
178
-increase (decrease) (I, D) or stay inactive (N) for k y .
179
For the composite knowledge base construction, we shall use the linguistic modifiers: sharply
180
(sh), moderately (m), weakly (w). These modifiers describe the semantic intensity of the primary terms D and I [26, 27] .
182
Functional dependencies (1)- (5) 
184
It is necessary to transfer the primary fuzzy relations into the composite fuzzy rules for the 
208
209
-for rating evaluation 
] and 
, are the primary fuzzy relational matrices "demand k x -ad break-factor 226 k a ";
, are the primary fuzzy relational matrices "supply k z ( k y ) with the ad break-factor k a -restored genre ratings k v -rating of the channel u";
230
 and  , are the operations of the simplified and extended max-min composition
 is a parameter of concentration.
236
In this case, correlations (6)-(10) take the form:
240
244 
249
It is assumed that some training data sample can be obtained on the grounds of successful
252
where P is the number of weeks in the data sample; 
256
The essence of the fuzzy model (11)-(15) tuning is as follows. It is necessary to find the relation
Ψ , which provide the minimum distance between theoretical and 259 experimental data: 
268
Given the output classes, the solution set of primary fuzzy relational equations (6)- (10) 
273
the lower and upper fuzzy solution vectors for the variables 1 t and 2 t ;
are the lower and upper fuzzy solution vectors for the variables k x and k z ;
are the lower and upper fuzzy solution vectors for the variables k z ( k y ) and 
288
Given the primary fuzzy model (6), (7) 
295
Given the primary fuzzy model (8) 
302
The genetic-neuro algorithm is used for solving the optimization problems (16), (22) 
In (27) , (29) 
321
The primary fuzzy relational matrices after tuning are presented in Tables A3-A7 .
322
The results of the composite fuzzy model tuning are presented in Appendix B. In Tables B1-B5, 
328
For the given bounds of decision classes, the fuzzy effects vectors 
333
The sets of interval rules corresponding to the sets of solutions from Tables B1-B5 (Table A1 ). wI-mI mI-shI mI 7.9-10 shI shI 
340
) , ( p x k t ) 1 , (  p z k t ) , ( p y k t
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353
The values viewers' demand ) , ( p x k t , supply before and after control
, corresponding to the experienced 355 manager actions were taken as the training data sample. In this case, the TV rating was maintained
356
at a consistently high level, and the unmet viewers' demand was reduced to a minimum. The unmet 357 demand after control in each genre category can be defined as weeks is shown in Figure 1 . 530  531  532  533  534  535  536  537  538  539  540 
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